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Javier Ja6n's mother tongues are spanish and catalan, but h5 ruFtttlttlli
transcends language. His illustrations and editorial graphics arttr iur
clear and clever to speakers of English-or Hungarian or Cantryemrp
as they are to those who share a language with Ja6n. The desigmer nuu'
champion of double meanings, multilayered metaphors, and upalutfiNl
clich6s. "l have always felt very close to the word, and l'm inter-mmu
in language and identity as cultural and communicative phenorrumm,
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Seven years ago, Ja6n left his small town outside the Catarcmmm
capital to study fine arts at the University of Barcelona (with sid'einnuu
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in cake baking, journalism, and radio). Further study at Moholy-Nagy
University of Art and Design in Budapest, Hungary, and the Cooper
Union in New York City, reinforced his dedication to a career in design.

they're accompanying rather than simply regurgitate the talking points.,,
Ja6n is currently teaching illustration at a Barcelona university and
is enthusiastic about the responsibility. ,,School should be a place to
ln his smart and sly editorial illustrations for a number of international
take risks, where you can take things to a point of tension,,, he says.
publications, Ja6n often tackles serious subjects with novel construc- "l like to think
of classes as a laboratory experiment.,,When asked to
tions. Matt Dorfman, who has art directed Ja6n atThe New yorkTimes, elaborate on his plans for the
coming year,Ja6n,much like in his work,
says that he himself "raged with the kind of envy that illustrators some- produces an illuminating
answer that twists and transcends the topic
times have when they come across a whole well of ideas that they wish at hand: "l'm about to turn
3O years old,,,he says, ,,and still I have not
they had thought of on their own. Javier creates these stark, word- written a child, planted a book,
or given birth to a tree. Everything is
less little masterpieces that always find a way to comment on the text waiting to be done."
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